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Rosen Divorce On-line Child Support Calculator 
Revamped  
 
Raleigh, NC- Rosen Divorce, the state’s largest divorce firm known for its unique approach to 
handling marital disputes, recently revamped their on-line child support calculator making it more 
user-friendly.  
 
The new child support calculator takes the user step-by-step through the process and explains each 
element of the formula to determine respective child support expenses. “We realized a lot of people 
weren’t sure which worksheet to use, so now the calculator determines the proper worksheet based 
on answers inputted in the wizard,” says Lee Rosen, attorney and president of Rosen Divorce. The 
calculator displays recommended child support amounts and uses the information provided to 
complete a printable worksheet that can even be filed with the court. 
  
Rosen Divorce recognizes the need for families to have the ability to quickly and easily determine 
child support. “We wanted to make this as easy as possible for our clients and anyone else visiting 
our site,” says Rosen. The new child support calculator makes it easier for parents or attorneys to 
input the relevant information, including monthly income and the amount of time children spend 
with both parents, to determine individual child support obligations.  The user can fill in the 
information and the child support calculator will determine obligations instantaneously, for both 
parties. 
 
“Our new calculator is completely different from North Carolina’s state calculator, it's a whole new 
way of figuring out child support expenses,” says Rosen. “We had the first calculator up on the web 
where tens of thousands of people have used it over the years. We know what works and what 
doesn’t, so we totally revamped the calculator based on our users' ideas.”  
 
Some companies charge an upwards of $45 to do the same calculation that’s free using Rosen 
Divorce’s child support calculator. It’s quick in response and accurate, as it’s based on the 
guidelines established by the Conference of Chief District Court Judges.  
 
To view the website and access the child support calculator, visit: 
www.rosendivorce.com/cscalculator   



 
With offices in Raleigh and Charlotte, Rosen Divorce is the largest divorce firm in North Carolina. 
Founded in 1990, the firm is dedicated to providing individual growth and support to couples 
seeking divorce by helping them move forward with their lives. Our staff of attorneys, accountants, 
and specially trained divorce coaches expertly address the complex issues of ending a marriage. 
Our innovative approach acknowledges that divorce is so much more than just a legal matter. 
Specialties include child custody, alimony, property distribution, separation agreements, and 
domestic violence relief.     
 
For more information on Rosen Divorce, or for an interview, please contact: Alison Kramer, 
Director of Public Relations, Office: 919-256-1542, Cell: 919-523-7104, akramer@rosen.com 
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